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Goals
● Convert a DPL Dump generated by O2/DPL into 

required number of task templates and one 
workflow template

● Design JSON schemas that describe a 
structure/pattern for these templates

● Develop a package to validate said templates 
against the schemas without conversion from 
YAML to JSON or vice versa

All of the above being developed in a package called 
walnut - Workflow Administration and Linting Utility



Goals

walnut check walnut convert



Validation

Requirements

● Define formal schemas for AliECS workflow 
configuration formats (task templates and 
workflow templates, both of which weren't 
subject to a formal schema until now).

● Build a package that makes use of these 
schemas to perform validation of workflow 
and task templates provided as input.

Implementation

● Two schemas (one for WFTs and one for TTs) 
were defined. These adhere to the 
requirements defined by AliECS. Currently in 
the final stages of development.

● Package schemata was built that allows the 
user to verify if a workflow or task template 
adheres to the aforementioned schema 
without conversion from YAML to JSON.

● Available on the walnut branch of 
AliceO2Group/Control.

https://github.com/AliceO2Group/Control/tree/walnut
https://github.com/AliceO2Group/Control/tree/walnut


Validation - Example

The user provides a workflow or task template:

Upon successful validation, the process exits cleanly. If validation fails, walnut exits with exit code 1. 



Conversion

Requirements

● Convert an input DPL dump to workflow 
and task template formats that AliECS 
can work with.

● Ensure that any DPL dump can be 
converted with minimal or no additional 
input from the user.



Conversion - Implementation

Implementation

● Began with matching each item in a DPL 
dump with its equivalent in the AliECS 
task template format.

● Deliberate on each value: what we need, 
what we get, what we don’t, what we can 
default and what we cannot.

● Giulio Eulisse extended the DPL dump 
format on request, to provide additional 
information such as channel names, 
which we could then use during 
conversion.



Conversion - Implementation

Implementation

● The implementation of workflow 
template generation takes advantage of 
the prior effort on task templates.

● Rather than creating new handlers for 
WFTs, reused handlers built for 
conversion of TTs.

● Successful conversion of DPL dump to 
workflow and task templates was 
achieved. 



Conversion - Example

The user provides one or more DPL dumps (as well as some additional flags to provide information 
which the DPL dump doesn't contain, like alienv modules):

A successful conversion will result in:

● One unified directory for all DPL dumps provided

● Each folder will have subdirectories for tasks and workflows

All the code can be found at AliceO2Group/Control.

https://github.com/AliceO2Group/Control/tree/walnut/walnut


Workflow Deployment

Once the converted WFTs and TTs are placed into a git repository, committed and pushed, they can be 
accessed from coconut. From here, they can be used to create environments:



Demo: Generating DPL Dumps

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bEZ6W1OyprRUqYmJrRh757w3-tpQPO19/preview


Demo: walnut convert

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1O6HHqZxpc6moxajiycwF2l8Jqs8Xz823/preview


Demo: walnut check

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_vF_Gj8Sx1qajVWFoSJaiakKiWw-Uomt/preview


Demo: workflow deployment

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13oFd816kEpMvD7auRL9qVBgOuPuSgbe2/preview


Future Developments

➔ The minimum viable product milestone was achieved, on which we base any further work.

➔ Future efforts range from:
◆ minor bug fixes
◆ further enhancement of output structures
◆ integration of additional data sources, such as Git, Consul and hardcoded defaults
◆ the ability to amend existing workflow templates.

➔ We are also waiting for some additional changes to the DPL output in order to replace some 

potentially-unreliable guesswork with DPL-provided facts. This will allow us to avoid guessing 

what each value should hold and/or resorting to the default values.



Thank you.


